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Influence of heavy resonances in SMASH
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Recent lattice QCD results, comparing to a hadron resonance gas model, have shown the need for hundreds of particles in hadronic models.
These extra particles influence both the equation of state and hadronic interactions within hadron transport models. Here, we introduce the
PDG21+ particle list, which contains the most up-to-date database of particles and their properties. We then convert all particles decays into
2 body decays so that they are compatible with SMASH in order to produce a more consistent description of a heavy-ion collision.
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1 Introduction

In the 1960’s Rolf Hagedorn envisioned the particle spectrum
to be composed of fireballs consistent of fireballs. The idea
was that very heavy hadronic resonances decayed into some-
what less heavy resonances, which would in turn decay to
even lighter resonances. He showed this effect in his sem-
inal paper [1] using resonances up to the ∆(1232) baryon
that the hadronic resonances followed an exponential mass
spectrum, demonstrated by experiments over the course of
the last two decades as more and more particles have been
identified [2–5].

To study the strong interaction further, heavy-ion colli-
sion experiments collide atomic nuclei at relativistic speeds
and track their collective flow through charged particles.
Heavy-ion collisions offer a unique opportunity to study
an out-of-equilibrium many-body system, which crosses the
QCD phase transition from deconfined quarks and gluons
into hadrons. To accurately model a heavy-ion collision, sev-
eral different stages involving different physical phenomena
have to be used: initial condition, pre-equilibrium, hydro-
dynamics, hadronization, and hadronic afterburner. Through
out the modeling of heavy-ion collisions, it is important that

the equation of state is consistent with the rest the model-
ing. At the point of hadronization one must switch from
quarks and gluons as the degrees of freedom into hadrons.
Those hadrons and their interactions must be consistent with
the hadronic part of the equation of state. This implies that
if one creates a state-of-the-art equation of state but uses
a hadronic afterburner with a mismatch in particles, it can
cause a number of problems. Thus, theorists are careful to
always match the hadrons in the equation of state (EOS) to
that of the hadronic afterburner (see [6–8]).

Simulating Many Accelerated Strongly-interacting
Hadrons (SMASH) is a state-of-the-art hadron transport code
that is widely used as afterburner after hydrodynamic simu-
lations and standalone for relatively low-energy heavy-ion
collision simulations [9, 10]. The approach followed by
SMASH is based on the relativistic Boltzmann equation,
where the collision term in the low-energy regime is dom-
inated by binary hadron scatterings and excitation and de-
cay of resonances, i.e., by 2 ↔ 2 and 1 ↔ 2 reactions,
respectively, where the degrees of freedom are the well-
established hadronic resonances and their corresponding
properties [9, 11]. Recently, SMASH has been used to in-
vestigate the effects of a high-density medium on fluctuation
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observables, hadronic potentials, jet quenching, and baryon,
photon and deuteron production among others, leading to
similar results to those of other implementations of micro-
scopic transport models [9, 11–22].

It has been shown that the inclusion of more hadronic res-
onances when creating EOSs leads to significant changes in
transport coefficients [23–26] and observables like the ellip-
tic flow coefficient v2 [27], susceptibilities [28], pT spec-
tra [7, 29], and chemical freeze-out conditions [30], espe-
cially in the strange sector. For example, in Refs. [28, 31]
the µS/µB ratio was calculated to leading order in µB , as
function of susceptibilities of conserved charges, within the
Hadron Resonance Gas (HRG) model using different reso-
nance lists, showing a better agreement with lattice data up
to the transition temperature when more hadronic states are
considered. Moreover, the authors of [28] also demonstrate
that other related observables, such as χS

4 /χ
S
2 and χus

11 , indi-
cate that that the inclusion of addition of |S| = 1 baryons and
mesons is favorable, as opposed to multi-strange resonances.

Current equations of state use the PDG16+ particle list
[28], an exhaustive compendium of resonances and their
properties taken from the Particle Data Book [32]. With the
motivation of using a transport code that includes the same
resonances as the EOS used for hydrodynamic stages, we
have revised the PDG16+ to create the PDG21+ list, which
has the updated masses and decays of all known experimen-
tally measured particles. In total, 24 new particles were added
–mostly in the strange baryon sector– and 10 were taken
out, modifying the Hagedorn spectrum, as well as updating
previous- and adding several new decay channels. Massive
resonances in particular have been shown (experimentally) to
decay into three or four particle decays. On the other hand,
due to the geometrical collision criterion used in SMASH,
only 1 → 2 decays are normally considered, with the ex-
ception of recent efforts to implement a stochastic treatment
[17, 33]. The PDG21+ list was then adapted to be used in
SMASH using intermediate states to account for multi-body
decays.

2 PDG21+ resonance list

Over the past 5 years experiments have shed light on new par-
ticle resonances, providing better information on their masses
and known decay channels compared to what was known in
2016 when the PDG16+ was created. Here we build on the
previous PDG16+ list that includes the particles and prop-
erties, including particle ID (PID), mass, width, degeneracy,
baryon number, strangeness content, isospin, electric charge,
and branching ratios of decay channels. The PDG16+ con-
templated 408 different particles, of which 153 were mesons
and 255 are baryons.

An extensive revision of the PDG16+ was carried out, up-
dating the values of mass and width, as well as decay chan-
nels and branching rations to the most recent experimental
data available. For heavier resonances (mass ≳ 1.5 GeV),
it becomes more and more common to have missing decay

channels, i.e., the reported branching ratios do not add up to
1. In the 16+ edition of the list, a ratio of 90%–10% was as-
signed for unknown and known decay channels, respectively,
where unknown decay channels were modeled as radiative
decays to a relatively lighter hadron. In the case of the 21+
edition, the experimentally reported ratio was kept as is, only
using radiative decays as a complement to obtain the 100%
of decays. Recent experimental results, such as the observa-
tions in [34–36], provided new knowledge of the branching
ratios of heavy resonances, especially in the Σ and Λ sectors,
thus relaxing the need of approximations.

In the Review of Particle Physics, particles are orga-
nized according to a confidence level scale, depending on the
amount of evidence to back up the existence of each parti-
cle and their properties. The most well-established states are
marked with four stars (****), whilst resonances that have
minimal information are given one star (*). As was shown
in [28], 1-2 star states are fundamental to describe lattice re-
sults. To qualify as an entry for the PDG21+, it was generally
sufficient for the candidate resonance to have one star of con-
fidence level and to be located under the Particle Listings sec-
tion of the Particle Data Book [5]. Notice that some particles
in the Review are labeled as Further States and are not in-
cluded in the PDG21+ due to the overall lack of information
for such states. Moreover, some states in the Listings sec-
tion have also been omitted; such is the case of Λ(2585) or
Σ(3000). Only light and strange hadrons are considered for
particle and decay channel listings, leaving charm and bot-
tom hadrons out, as well as leptons. The new version of the
list contains 418 different particles, of which 151 are mesons
and 267 are baryons.

Particle name Status
a1(1420) deleted
X(1840) deleted
π2(2005) added
X(2370) added
a6(2450) deleted
Σ(1770) deleted
Σ(1840) deleted
Σ(2000) deleted
Σ(2010) added
Σ(2160) added
Σ(2230) added
Σ(2455) added
Σ(2620) added
Σ(3170) added
Λ(2070) added
Λ(2080) added
Ω(2012) added

TABLE I. Newly added and deleted particles in the PDG21+ list. It
is understood that each particle includes all the elements of the cor-
responding multiplet and their antiparticles.
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Particle name
Σ(1730) → Σ(1780)
Σ+(1940) → Σ(1940)
Σ−(1940) → Σ(1910)
Λ(2020) → Λ(2085)

TABLE II. Renamed particles in the PDG21+ list. It is understood
that each particle includes all the elements of the corresponding
multiplet and their antiparticles.

A total of 24 particles were added and 10 were removed
with respect to the PDG16+ list. In Table I, a complete list of
the particles added and removed are shown. In addition, some
particles were renamed, and are shown in Table II; these are
states that kept the same quantum numbers but had their mass
updated under newly available experimental information. In
Fig. 1 we present a comparison of the particle spectra per
hadronic species between the previous PDG16+ and the new
PDG21+ lists, including the more restrictive PDG21 version,
which only includes states with a 3-star degree of certainty or
more; it is clear that more resonances have been included and
of particular interest, particles with strange content, which
are precisely the ones where lattice results suggested new res-
onances could better explain the data.
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FIGURE 1. Particle spectra per species as extracted from the
PDG16+ and PDG21+ lists. The newer list contains more reso-
nances and updated properties for previously known particles.

Hadron resonance gas models are commonly used to
study the thermodynamics of the hadronic phase of QCD
matter, which can be extracted from the a partition function
whose only free parameters are the number of particle reso-
nances and their masses. Early on, it was predicted by Hage-

dorn that the number of hadronic resonances with respect of
mass would grow exponentially, that is,

ρ(m) = f(m) exp(m/TH), (1)

where f(m) is a slowly varying function of m and TH is
a free-parameter known as the Hagedorn limiting tempera-
ture, understood soon after as the temperature at which the
hadronic description breaks down [2–4].

Despite its simplicity, the HRG model is in good agree-
ment with lattice data up to temperatures close to the phase
transition temperature [27] and presents itself as a tool to cre-
ate new EOSs. Hence, it becomes necessary to study the
behavior of the particle spectrum as new particles are con-
sidered, since these changes will have an effect on the corre-
sponding Hagedorn temperature. In Fig. 2 we show the par-
ticle spectra for all particles in the PDG21+ list, compared to
those included on the default SMASH release, along with the
corresponding fits to data, using a version of Eq. 1 given by

ρ(m) =

∫ m

m0

A

[M2 +M2
0 ]

5/4
eM/THdM (2)

Although the extracted limiting temperature is highly sensi-
tive to the mass cutoff, it is found that the Hagedorn tem-
perature is lower in the case of the new list, T PDG21+

H ≃ 170
MeV, than the one coming from the particle set in SMASH,
T SMASH
H ≃ 179 MeV, approaching the phase transition tem-

perature of ∼ 155 MeV.

FIGURE 2. Particle spectra for the well-established states included
in SMASH (gray) and the full PDG21+ list (light blue) with the cor-
responding fits of Eq. 2 shown in black and blue, respectively, and
the respective Hagedorn temperatures.
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3 Implementation in SMASH

The Quark Gluon Plasma is described by relativistic viscous
hydrodynamics that rapidly expands and cools in time until
particles cool enough to become hadrons. After hadroniza-
tion, the particles are still interacting with other hadrons,
which can be described through hadron transport models.
These models are crucial to make direct comparisons to ex-
perimental data because experiments can only measure the
final state particles.

Here we use the hadron transport code, SMASH [9, 10]
that is an open-source code written in C++ that is com-
monly used in the field following the hydrodynamic phase
[18, 20, 37–40]. The current version of SMASH has 222
states and their decay channels. Because both PDG16+ and
PDG21+ have significantly more states, it is not possible to
run an EOS, such as [41,42], that is based upon the PDG16+
list in a hydrodynamic model and then use SMASH in its cur-
rent format.

The reason for the mismatch between the most current
PDG lists and SMASH is because it is not straightforward to
simply add new, heavy resonances into SMASH. The main
barrier is that SMASH cannot handle 1 → 3 or 1 → 4 body
decays. There are computational difficulties in handling the
back reactions, i.e., 3 → 1 and 4 → 1 and without those back
reactions detailed balanced would no longer be preserved.
However, eliminating particles with these channels also isn’t
the solution since many heavy resonances decay into 3+ par-
ticles. Thus, the solution has been to convert 1 → 3 or 1 → 4
into decays with an intermediate resonance that then provides
the same final state. For example, the f0(1500) hadron has
12 decay channels and one of them goes to π+π+π−π−. We
can then include an intermediate decay f0(1500) → ρ0ρ0,
since each ρ0 meson will then also decay into two pions, i.e.,
ρ0 → π+π−. In this manner the final state has been pre-
served, although the decay itself is slightly slowed down by
passing through an intermediate channel.

The correct identification of an intermediate state re-
quired a number of steps. For each heavy resonance with
a 3 or 4-body decay, the least massive 2-particle intermediate
state that could further decay into the final state was chosen.
Furthermore, the lowest possible absolute value for the an-
gular momentum L was also chosen for each decay channel,
depending on the daughter particles, since SMASH enforces
angular momentum conservation in decays. In the few cases
where was no possible intermediate state, or it violated mass
conservation, the mass of the parent particle was increased
as long as the increment was small compared to the original
mass. Nonetheless, wherever this was not viable, such decay
channels were deleted, having all other branching ratios nor-
malized; this was the case for 25 decay channels. In cases
where many possible intermediate states could in principle
decay to the final state, only the one with the lowest com-
bined mass was chosen, as it is the most energetically favored
state.

One challenge with this method is that intermediate states

may have other possible decay channels besides the preferred
one. For example, the hyperon resonance Λ(1690) decays
into Σ + π + π about 20% of the time, whose intermediate
state is Σ(1385)+π, using Σ(1385) as a proxy for the Σ+π
pair. However, the Λ + π decay channel for the Σ(1385)
resonance is more usual than Σ+ π.

To handle the connection between the PDG, standard for-
mats used in the heavy-ion community, and SMASH, we
have written a code that converts the output of our original
table of particles (taken diretctly from the PDG) into the cor-
rect format, making all the adjustments discussed here. This
code can output formats compatible with ThermalFIST [43]
such that the PDG21+ can be used in thermal models as well.
This new code also allows one to easily add new particles
from further upgrades to the PDG such that we do not antic-
ipate that one should have to wait every 5 years to upgrades
the particle lists used within the heavy-ion community.

Once the new particles are in the SMASH format, they
can then be implemented directly into SMASH. The first
thing to test is the effect of these new states on the cross-
sections.

FIGURE 3. Proton-proton cross-section by type of process. The in-
clusion of new resonances and decay channels contribute to a bump
in the total cross-section calculated using the PDG21+ decay list
(red line) compared to the default SMASH list (gray line).

The cross-sections have already been measured experi-
mentally and, therefore, they must reproduce experimental
data. In Figs. 3 and 4, we present two examples, the pp and
np, cross-sections. The red line is the total cross-section that
has to match experimental data, the cyan line is the contri-
bution of elastic processes, magenta stands for the contribu-
tion of resonances, blue is the contribution of string processes
handled with the help of Pythia [44], and the gray line is the
total cross-section without any of the 3 and 4-body decays
included in SMASH, which matches experimental data. The
contributions coming from resonances have increased signif-
icantly. There is a distinct bump in each of the plots, which
occurs because of the inclusion of these new particles and
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their corresponding decay channels. Now that the effect of
including more resonances in SMASH has been shown, it is
necessary to reproduce the experimental data for the elemen-
tary total cross-sections, which requires adjustments on their
treatment within SMASH.

FIGURE 4. Neutron-proton cross-section by type of process. The in-
clusion of new resonances and decay channels contribute to a bump
in the total cross-section calculated using the PDG21+ decay list
(red line) compared to the default SMASH list (gray line).

4 Conclusions

Experimental developments have lead to the discovery of new
heavy hadronic resonances and better knowledge of their in-
teractions over the past 5 years. In this work we have up-
dated the particle list to the PDG21+ that includes formats
that are compatible with both SMASH and ThermalFIST. As
more particles are taken into consideration when building a

new EOS, observables such as susceptibilities are modified,
in many cases approaching a better description of lattice data.
However, to be fully consistent, one has to be careful and use
the same particle list and decays –as the one coming from the
EOS– when using afterburners. In particular, we have com-
piled a new particle list, the PDG21+, with the latest Particle
Data Book information available and adapted it to work with
SMASH. The latter was done by modeling 3 and 4-body de-
cays as a sequence of 2-body decays with intermediate states.
To quantify the effect of new heavy resonances, we computed
the total pp and np cross-sections, observing a bump coming
from the newly added channels and hadronic states. In order
to adapt the list in SMASH consistently with experimental
data for elementary total cross-sections, more work is needed
adjusting the internal framework; this is currently underway
and the results will be published elsewhere. We will then
explore the consequences of the addition of these new reso-
nances both with SMASH comparisons to experimental data
at low beam energies as well as hydrodynamics coupled to
SMASH using a hybrid approach at high energies.
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